Applicant submits complete scholarship application to Research Students Office (RSIO)

Check eligibility, Process scholarship application and load documents onto UC Space for Faculty/RC assessment

Faculty/RC access H1E assessment documents via UC Space

Faculty/RC arrange H1E assessment of eligible scholarship applicants

Faculty/RC return H1E Assessment Forms and signed (by Dean/Director) H1E score and ranking summary spreadsheet to RSIO for processing

Faculty/RC review H1 score and ranking via UC Space

Dean/Director signs Faculty/RC H1 score and ranking summary spreadsheet and returns to RSIO for processing

Successful applicant receives offer

RSIO creates and processes scholarships offers as directed by Committee

Research Scholarships Ranking Committee Meeting

Scholarships allocated

Load H1 and H1E scoring and ranking summary spreadsheets and applicants documents to UC Space Notif UC Research Scholarships Committee of access to UC Space

Prepare collated H1 score and ranking for UC Space

H1 applicant submits complete scholarship application to Research Students Office

Check eligibility, Process scholarship application, calculate UG GPA and load documents onto UC Space for Faculty/RC review

Faculty/RC score and rank all eligible H1E applicants

Faculty/RC review H1 scoring and ranking via UC Space

Prepare collated H1 score and ranking for UC Space

UC Research Scholarship Allocation

Scholarship H1 Scoring and Ranking

Scholarship H1E Assessment, Scoring & Ranking